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About This Game

Black Friday sales are book-size topic. Some of us love them, some hate. If u hate a climate of crowded shopping center or you
just want to feel the thrill of sales you don't need to get up from your PC. Just relax, sit down comfortable and play Black

Friday: The Game!

Game Features:

Procedural and endless level generation

Different enemies with different behaviours

Roguelike style

Large variety of rooms

Controller support

Ketchup is your weapon!

Like on the real Sale - In Black Friday: The Game you need to be real man
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Like Julius Cesar, you need to Veni Vidi Vici. You need to go to the shop (All in all you don't, we did it for you) - Veni. Then
you should localize product that you want to buy - Vidi. Then run to it (be quick buddy!) and take it to the cash desk. When cash

goes green you win - its Vici! Now repeat and repeat until you get run out of money (don't worry in this game you are really,
really rich) or until you die..

Wait! What?! Did you said "die"?
Yes i do. It's like in the real life, if you want something very much, there are always people that want you to fail.

You

The truly man on the truly hunt - That's you!

Mean Granny

She is not so fast and strong, but she has a handbag (The most deadly handbag on the planet - trust me). She even don't want all
that goodies, but she don't want you to get them.

Shopping Scooter Guy

His big, he is bad, but the most important he is a pacifist. He won't hurt you. Tip: Disturbing isn't hurting.
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Muscle Man

He is yours worst nightmare. He is bigger and stronger than you, but fortunately he doesn't have a bag.

Babushka

Here comes the Babushka. She looks very similar to typical granny, but its only camouflage. Babushka and her bag are way
more powerful.

"Lady"

It's really difficult to run on the high heels, so she won't catch you. Her bag is too expensive to using it as a weapon. But her dog
is such a different story...
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Title: Black Friday: The Game
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
BloodyStation
Publisher:
BloodyStation
Release Date: 16 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows XP SP2+

Processor: 2.0 Ghz SSE2 instruction set support

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: DX9 (shader model 3.0) or DX11 with feature level 9.3 capabilities

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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Most likely the most polished and fun introductory VR experience there is aside of The Lab, and it seems to produce less
problems for users on systems on than the vive, not to mention it is free.. Just play the first one. The game's one advantage is the
Steam Workshop support, which is pointless since the level editor is miles behind the one in the first game.. Good and Fun RPG
to play with friends. Can be summed up with "more of the same." If you liked the base game, you'll like these two extra
missions. But if you didn't, this DLC won't change your mind.. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME!!

I regret big time buying this game, the driving is like driving an ice cube. The graphics not good at all on maxed specs. Same as
a Java game. Also not as fast as you think and is pure terrible, I regret big time buying this game,. I would rather be submitted to
days of testicular torture than play this pile of♥♥♥♥♥♥again. Much more than it appears to be. Great writing, great music,
great artwork!. FIRST THING, CRASHED UPON INSTALLING. EVEN BEFORE INSTALLING MY ANTI-VIRUS
SOFTWARE WENT NUTS.....HMMM (R2 red flags before i even reach the main menu) GOOD
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING CHRIST WHY WONT IT FULLSCREEN? SECONDLY, \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING
LOCK MOUSE CURSOR \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665!!! jesus it literally takes 2 lines of code. FPS LIKE
1993 wtf seriously? and upon un-installing, i have 3 errors on my computer. all related to unreal \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing
with somthing its not supposed to. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 RIGHT OFF i can see why its only 70 cents but godamn it
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This product is excellent. Easy to pick up and use with quick results. My only complaint would be that the documentation is not
well organized. I had to do several Google searches for information that I would have expected to be very common needs (such
as how to export an exact sprite size for each cell of a spritesheet).

Other than that, I'm loving it. If you do 2D animation, there is nothing else comparable. Buy it!. The Polynomial is more of an
experience as opposed to a game. You fly around empty space watching gorgeous mathematical patterns of color vibrate
according to the beat of the music. Not only that, but you can import your own music files into the game and watch them shake
up the patterns for endless possibilities. I reccommend The Polynomial not as a game, but as a very unique experience.. Over
The Void is a pretty game with nice music, however I feel it falls a bit short in some critical game categories. You're basically
navigating a 3D envirionment from a first person perspective with little concept of your own bounding box, although that's
rarely an issue. The platform spawning mechanic really doesn't seem to offer anything engaging in terms of gameplay; it seems
to only exist to provide some kind of challenge to the audience to meet the minimal definition of a game. If it was replaced with
3D navigation flying controls, there'd be little left to the game (fly to each button, then fly to exit) which seems to highlight the
fact the bulk of the experience here is really just looking around and listening. That'd be acceptable, but even the pretty graphics
are limited to strict untextured polygon and partical effects. The detail, where it exists, is on a geometric level. Perhaps this is
more engaging with a VR headset or while on mind-altering drugs, but it failed to capture and hold my interest. I'd be reluctant
to recommend this game to anyone in its current state. 5\/10.. This DLC adds excellent levels and GLaDOS (and all the heckling
that goes along with that)!

The combination of the Portal (game by Valve) graphics and GLaDOS voice\/character into the Defense Grid world was
excellent. While the DLC on the whole is really very good and recommended, the DLC needed some level-balancing...the very
first level took me about 5 tries to find a path\/solution that would even remotely work and, for me, was by far the toughest map
of the entire DLC. A couple other maps in this DLC gave me challenges too, but that's part of the fun; only that first map, I
thought was too tough, especially for a first map of a DLC.

This DLC is also unique in that it would come up with 'twists' during the level...it would remove a couple towers, or not allow
you to build a certain type of tower, or only allow you to place command towers while it placed all other turrets, etc. This DLC
made for unique set of challenges and a lot of fun.

Despite the 8 maps, however, this is a short DLC taking only roughly 2.5hrs to complete the campaign and that's including my
struggling on 2 of the levels.

Not quite as good as the Resurgence DLC set (my favorite), but certainly a very nice DLC indeed. 8.5 out of 10
. Definitely in the top 10 free games of all time, as far as I'm concerned.. The pigs don't explode or catch on fire.
The gameplay is incredibly slow, tedious and unfortunately not very fun.
Even the interesting aspect of the game, the various weaponry, may as well just all be reskinned grenades.
An aggresively mediocre game.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/TOTzEZjheN0. A cute, short, challenging 2-D platformer with generous save points. It's not Nintendo-level
design work, but if you love the idea of playing a dog out to rescue their person, you'll have fun.. Tokyo Babel is the best visual
novel I've read so far. The voice acting is excellent, the art work is top notch and the effects contribute to the experience without
reducing that experience. It's funny, well paced and an interesting take on the whole Christian myth. 100% recommended.. I
really really like this game. Out of all the games that I have, I have to say THIS game is the only one I've gotten so far in. It's
addictive, and the art is cute so I love it. It's challanging, the only thing i wish is that it was longer. It's kinda short in my opinion.
Like I beat the game...I think...so now it's got me in like some kind of lightening round where you gotta "test your might" and
see if you could beat records. If i don't have a goal to reach I don't see the point of that part, but honestly it's super fun and you
should give it a try. And despite the name, it is very cat friendly lol.
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